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Product Description:
Silk Oil of Morocco’s Fibre Brow Enhancer acts as an instant brush-on brow extension. This incredible must have beauty product 
is designed to fill, sculpt, thicken and define over-plucked, thinning or fair eyebrows. Tiny fibres work in conjunction with an ultra 
fine coloured powder to instantly enhance the natural brow and help to achieve desired brow shape. Can be used to create 
a beautiful brow arch or extend brow length. Silk Fibre Brow Enhancer takes seconds to apply and can be removed easily with 
warm water.

Benefits: 
• Acts as an instant brush-on brow extension
• Instantly enhances the natural eyebrow
• Perfect for:
  - Filling in gaps
  - Adding definition
  - Shaping
  - Creating fullness where little or no brow is present
• Can be used to create both a natural and bold finish
• Easy to apply and remove 
• Lasts for up to 120 applications
• Available in 4 colour shades suitable for all brow types

Colour Guide:

Directions of use:
Apply Fibre Brow Enhancer starting from the inner brow moving up towards the brow arch 
and then down towards the end of the brow. When applying to the thinner part of the brow, 
turn the applicator and use only the tip for a finer line. Reapply in gaps or where brows are 
sparse for extra coverage.

To achieve the ultimate brow shape use the following guide:
Position 1 - Where the brow should start.
Position 2 - Should line up from the tip of the nose diagonally passing through the centre of 
the eye to mark the perfect arch position. From this position the brow naturally starts to thin 
moving towards Position 3. 
Position 3 - Should line up from the end of the nose passing diagonally towards the end of 
the eye and finish at a fine point. 

Removal:
To remove simply use water. Upon removal, no traces of the product will be visible.

Ingredients:
Mica, Silica, Talc, Dimethicone, Magnesium Stearate, Kaolin, Nylon-6, +/- CI 77491, CI 77499, 
CI 77492, CI 77891. 

Made in Taiwan

PRODUCT NAME           FIBRE BROW ENHANCER

SIZE            4g Net Wt. 0.14 oz.

PRODUCT CODES  

PRODUCT BARCODES

LIGHT - OMCO15-L , MEDIUM - OMCO15-CO, DARK - OMCO15-CH, EXTRA DARK - OMCO15-E

LIGHT - 0680569425072, MEDIUM - 0680569425102, DARK - 0680569425119, EXTRA DARK - 0680569425126

EXTRA LIGHT           LIGHT                MEDIUM               DARK            EXTRA DARK


